
 

 

“Let us never forget that government is ourselves and not an 

alien power over us.  The ultimate rulers of our democracy 

are not a President and senators and congressman and 

government officials, but the voters of this country.” Martin 

Luther King 

Talking with your children about the Presidential Election 

Dear Loker Community, 

I hope that you enjoyed the extra-long weekend with your family. Over the last year, it has been 
difficult to ignore the contentiousness of the current Presidential Election. Recent debates and 
speeches have frequently included talking more about the opposing candidate rather than many 
of the important issues. The lack of respect and civil discourse in recent debates also can be 
frustrating to watch and threatens to diminish the remarkable electoral process. I think it is 
important that we talk to our elementary children about the election. It is nearly impossible to 
shield children from what is occurring as it appears that the election is being discussed 
everywhere but that is okay as I believe that it is a tremendous learning opportunity for them. 
Below are some important talking points that will help students understand what it means to be 
a citizen of the United States and why the electoral process is such an important of democracy. 

● Remind children that the beauty of the voting process is that it allows all citizens who are 
eighteen or older to help make an important decision for their country, state or district. 
 

● Reinforce the importance that all citizens who are eligible to vote should do so in an effort 
so that all voices in this country, state or district are heard so a meaningful decision can be 
made. 
 

● Take the opportunity to help children re-phrase quotes when they hear disrespectful or 
hurtful comments made by one of the candidates. You can ask the children, “How could 
this have been communicated utilizing the ‘R’ from PRIDE (Respect) in a way that gets the 
same point across without including an insult or sarcasm?” Helping children see “outside 
of the window and not just in the mirror” is truly important. This is a great opportunity for 
them to understand the importance of respecting others’ perspectives and that we are not 
all going to agree on every issue but respectful dialogue can still occur. 
 

● Help children understand the role of the President is to be the leader of the country, make 
important decisions for this country and work collaboratively with other countries to 
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foster peaceful and productive relationships. You can also discuss the three branches of 
the United States Government, the Judicial, the Executive and Legislative, and how they 
have to work together for laws and change to occur. 
 

● Foster the students’ understanding of the actual Presidential Electoral Process and how a 
candidate must receive 270 electoral votes and that there are a total of 538 electoral 
votes.  You can also discuss how each state’s amount of electoral votes is determined by 
the amount of members in its Congressional delegation (number of House of 
Representatives and two Senators) and that the system is in place so that every state gets 
a voice in the electoral process. 
 

● Show them a list of the major issues (environment, education, gas and food prices, heath 
care) of the campaign (depending on their age you may want to avoid a few of the issues) 
and show them each candidate’s viewpoints on these issues. Remind children that people 
traditionally vote for people based on their feelings on the important issues and the 
candidate who most aligns with them instead of what candidates are stating in “thirty-
second sound bites”. I also think it is important to discuss how these important issues may 
affect your family and town/city. 
 

● Reinforce the importance of the ‘I’ in PRIDE (Integrity) and that there are hundreds of fact-
checkers out there who double check everything that the candidate has to say. It then 
becomes a focus in the media when a candidate has stated something that is not truthful 
and this affects people’s trust of this particular candidate. 
 

● Help children understand that the media’s role is to stay neutral in an election process by 
presenting the important issues and the candidate’s perspectives on those issues so that 
the voters are well informed. 

 
● Below is a link to this fall’s Teaching Tolerance. There is a really interesting short article 

that I have shared with the Loker faculty, “Teach 2016”, on leading instruction about the 
upcoming election that you might find meaningful on pages 39-41 of the online magazine 
(pages numbers at bottom magazine pages). If you are scrolling down on the right side of 
the page, it is actually pages 41-43. 

● http://www.tolerance.org/sites/default/files/general/Teaching%20Tolerance%2054_Fall%

202016%20issue.pdf 

 

We will continue to help students understand the key components of the election both in our 
classrooms and School Meetings. If you have any questions or feedback on talking about the 
election with your child(ren), please do not hesitate to contact me at (508) 358-8601 or at 
Brian_Jones@wayland.k12.ma.us. Thank you for your support. 

Sincerely, 

Brian Jones 

Loker School Principal 
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SECTION 2: 
NEWS FROM THE HEALTH ROOM 

Health Room News- October 2016 

                                                                  
 

Mandated Hearing, Vision and BMI Screening will begin on October 21st.   
 

 If you wish to exempt your child from these screenings, you must send a note  
via back pack or email before October 21st. 

 
● All are mandated screenings required by the Massachusetts Department of Public Health. 
● Vision screening is done in grades 1-5 and hearing screening in grades 1-3. These will also be done on  

K+ students that do not have documentation of one on their physicals, as it is required before entry to 
school.  BMI screening is performed on grades 1 and 4.   

● Letters will be sent home if your child fails their screening. If your child is followed outside of 
school by a specialist, please send in a written note excusing your child from this screening. If 
not exempt, your student should wear their glasses if required for the testing. 

 
 

Walk-in Community Flu Clinics at theTown Building 
Wednesday October 19, and 26th 

2PM-7PM 
Please bring Insurance Cards 

Note:  there is no flu mist available this year, only injectable vaccine 
 

A flu guide for parents, as recommended by the MDPH, can be accessed by the following link: 
 http://goo.gl/AcJoE9 

 
Reminders:.  

● Please be sure that your child is appropriately clothed with the colder days ahead.  
● Children in the lower grade levels should have a change of clothes available, placed in their backpacks 

in the event that clothes get wet during the school day.  This will help avoid a call home and a trip to 
school for you. 

● Children should bring a snack from home daily. 
● Please reinforce frequent hand washing with soap and water, especially after coughing and sneezing. 

Soap and water are preferred, but alcohol based hand sanitizers can be used if soap and water are not 

available. Practice good “cough etiquette” by coughing or sneezing into a tissue, or into your elbow 

instead of your hands. We continue to reinforce these teachings here at school. 

 
 
Please do not hesitate to call or email if there are any questions and/or concerns. I am available 8am – 3pm 
daily.   
 
Jennifer McLeod, RN 
Jennifer_Mcleod@wayland.k12.ma.us  
Direct # 508-358-8614 
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SECTION 3: 

NEWS FROM OUR SPECIALISTS: 

Art room news: 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Students learned about the connection between 

the Olympics and art. Paintings on vases and 

sculptures were viewed in a slide show or on 

posters.  

The 5th grade class learned how to do quick 

gesture drawings of athletic positions in motion. 

Then they made a vase using black and white 

charcoal with an Olympic pose of their choice. 

3rd and 4th grade students looked at the athletes 

and their custom sneaker designs. Students were 

challenged to create a sneaker to enhance an 

ability. 

Third grade students took the sneaker a step 

further to create a super hero comic based on the 

sneakers power. 

Kindergarten, first and second grade students have 

been reviewing line, shape and color with dry and 

wet media.  

First and second grade also looked at Aboriginal 

journey paintings to depict a place they went to 

visit through symbols. 

 

 

 



BITS & BYTES FROM THE TECHNOLOGY LAB 
Grade 1: 

 
Students have been practicing their tech skills by logging into their 

accounts, utilizing proper mouse navigation by clicking on Loker links, opening 

and closing windows and logging out of their accounts. We have been 

focusing on the 3 rules for Internet Safety skills and using “just right” 

websites.   
 

Grade 2 

L A R K  

The Second Graders have been very busy this month. Students learned how to 

navigate the Loker website and practiced logging into and out of their own 

accounts using their full names which is new for them this year.  We have 

been focusing on the 3 rules for Internet Safety skills and using “just right websites.   

 

Grade 3:  

The third grade students have been very busy!  They were introduced to our keyboarding 

site, All the Right Type 4 Online.  They have logged into their student accounts and 

practiced their keyboarding skills.  They will be taking and a benchmark test to see how 

many works per minute (wpm) they can type. Students were also introduced to 

Chromebooks, which is new to third grade this year!  They are also learning how to log into 

their Google Drive accounts.  We have also 

focused on Internet Safety skills as well. 

Students were introduced to Digital Passport from 

Common Sense Media. 
 

Grade 4: 

Students are learning to use their Chromebooks and starting to learn and explore more 

about Google Drive.  Students also practiced their keyboarding skills with All the Right 

Type 4 Online and will be given a benchmark typing test this month to start the year 

off.  4th grade students have reviewed Internet Safety skills are also using Digital Passport 

to review key issues which students face in today’s digital world.  

 
Grade 5: 

Grade 5 students have checked their student accounts and Google Drive accounts.  They 

have made their Grade 5 folders and have organized their data from previous years into 

proper folders.  They have practiced All The Right Type 4 Online and will take a benchmark 

typing test this month to start the year off.  
  

http://wls.wayland.k12.ma.us/
https://www.digitalpassport.org/


LOKER SCHOOL MUSIC: 

“It has been a wonderful start to my first year in Wayland!  The students, staff, and 

families  

have made me feel so welcome here and I cannot wait to meet more Loker families!”   
- Kim Davis, Loker Music and 3rd Grade Strings Teacher 
 

Kindergarten - Kindergarteners have been practicing their singing and are sounding great!  We are working on 
proper technique for playing classroom instruments and students are now able to identify a variety of instruments 
by ear.  We played bass bars for the first time with a fun October song called Pumpkin Fat.    
 

1st Grade - First graders are reviewing proper instrument playing technique and learning how to keep a steady 
beat and move to music in a variety of ways.  Our favorite song this month has been A Different Beat- ask your first 
grader to sing it for you!   
 

2nd Grade - Second graders are learning about the relationship between music and storytelling.  We listened to A 
Midsummer Night’s Dream by Felix Mendelssohn and students tried to predict what was happening in the story 
based on the music they were hearing.  We have also been playing xylophones to accompany songs learned in 
class! 
 

3rd Grade - Third graders have continued to work on their note reading in preparation for strings and recorders!  
We are also learning about different types of traditional African drums, and students created their own drum 
circles with a variety of instruments and rhythms.   
 

4th Grade - Fourth graders are learning about the different instrument families, what instruments belong to those 
families, and how each instrument is made and played.  We listened to an audiotape of the Lemony Snicket book 
The Composer is Dead, which highlights each instrument of the orchestra.  We also made our own “straw oboes” to 
gain a better understanding of how double reed instruments produce sound!   
 

5th Grade - Fifth graders are learning about rhythmic and melodic ostinatos.  We listened to some examples of 
ostinatos in famous songs.  Then, students completed a rhythmic ostinato composition project in small groups on 
drums and performed their compositions for the class! 
 

Chorus - Fourth and fifth grade chorus has officially begun, and we have a whopping 40 students this year!  We are 
preparing for our Winter Concert and the students are already sounding great! 
 

3rd Grade Strings - Many of the third graders have started playing a string instrument for the first time!  Students 
have learned how to properly hold their instruments, how to pluck their open strings, and how to place fingers 
down on the D string to make some new notes.  They are so excited and their hard work is already paying off!   
 

From Mrs. Tandon: 
The Loker 4th and 5th grade orchestras are small but mighty!  We are making great progress with our orchestra 
music. 
Please remember to read my strings website updates weekly -- and please make a daily time for practice.  With 
such small groups, we really need every single person to be prepared and confident -- plus, it's a lot more fun that 
way!   
You can check out the strings website HERE, then click on the grade-specific blog. 
Thanks for your support! 
Mrs. Tandon 

 
Invitation from Ms. Keenan: 
PEP BAND! 
Please join the 5th Grade Pep Band on Friday, October 14th at 7:00 pm as we support the High School 
Football Team.   
 
The band will be playing for a Home Varsity Football Game on the Wayland Football Field.   

LET'S GO WAYLAND!  

https://sites.google.com/a/wayland.k12.ma.us/wayland-strings/elementary-strings


HAPPY FALL FROM THE LIBRARY!  

It’s a great time to “Fall into a Great Book!    

All students have been invited to add a leaf to 

our window display to share a great read. 

Here’s what’s happening in our Library: 

KINDERGARTEN 

During our first Library classes we toured the Library and learned how to take care of our books.  

Kindergarten students may check out one book a week on their Library day.   If a student forgets 

one book they may browse for a book to keep in the classroom. 

FIRST GRADE 

First grade students have been reviewing how to find the “Just Right Book” and how our Library is 

organized.   We are now moving on to identifying the difference between Fiction and Non-Fiction. 

SECOND GRADE 

Second grade students are building on their Library skills by identifying features of a non-fiction 

book.  We are also working on how to use our on-line catalog efficiently. 

THIRD GRADE 

Students have been reviewing Library organization and how to independently search for books.    

FOURTH GRADE 

Fourth grade scholars have reinforced their Library Skills with some interactive activities including 

a Library Scavenger Hunt!  We are also building some ideas for a long-term book review project.   

FIFTH  GRADE 

Our fifth grade library leaders have begun to work on a long-term research project which will 

support the skills used in their classroom projects.    

ALL STUDENTS have been selecting reading choices to build a life-long love of reading! 

For more detailed information please view our Library Website. 

Thank you to our wonderful volunteers!  We can always use more!  Helping out in the Library is a 

great way to be a part of your child's school day and it is fun!   If you are interested in volunteering 

please contact me at susan_allen@wayland.k12.ma.us.   

Helping out in the Library is a great way to be a part of your child's school day and it is fun!   If you 

are interested in volunteering please contact me at susan_allen@wayland.k12.ma.us.   Thank you!!!! 

  



 
 
 
 

 

     
 
Students in grades 2-5 have been working on their 
overhand throwing and catching skills.  The majority of 
classes have had the opportunity to work with footballs, 
but we vary the size and shape of equipment based on 
the needs of the students and classrooms.   
 

Our 4th and 5th grade classes have been introduced to offensive and defensive skills in relation to 
the game of football.  Students have had the opportunity to practice skills in small groups.  At the end 
of our unit, students are challenged to play in small games.   
 
Our 2nd and 3rd grade students have been working on grasping the idea of offense vs defense. We 
have been practicing, in small drills, general football concepts.   
 
Kindergarten and 1st grade classes have been going very well.  We are working on our spatial 
awareness skills along with practicing our locomotor movements while responding to directions.   
 
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me: daniel_oconnor@wayland.k12.ma.us 
 
Thank you! 
 
Mr. O'Connor 
 
 
 

SECTION 4: 
 

From the Loker Guidance Nook: 
 

 
The start of the school year at Loker has been a great one!  Students 
have transitioned with seeming ease as they all adjust to their new 
classroom routines, classmates, and teachers.  Goal setting for the 
year in the older grades has been a focus with class guidance lessons, 
while the younger grades have focused on considering others within 
the classroom constellation.  So many students have provided 
amazing contributions to our classroom discussions.  We are looking 
forward to continuing the dialogue around students' perspectives about themselves and others as 
we generate problem-solving techniques and negotiation skills to meet common goals.  This process 
will naturally lend to students learning more about each person's unique attributes.  The holiday 
season's arrival provides a multitude of opportunities to learn more about one another and the 
students seem as excited as ever to embrace these moments! 
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